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Abstract: The need for simultaneous data recording from multiple channels and synchronization of the correlation data
processing in patch-clamp on microelectrode arrays / chips with many data capture points corresponding to single channel
ionic kinetic processes of individual cells leads to the idea that adaptive variation of the local potential registration conditions
in multichannel devices without signal preprocessing in real time is impossible. Moreover, the advisability of direct registration
coupling with the model realization for kinetic identification of the process during patch-clamp can be realized only in case of
their synchronization. We propose here such a measurement system.
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1. Introduction
One of the most powerful trends in the local membrane
potential fixation technique, known as patch clamp, is the
channel virtualization and synchronization of a real
experiment with a virtual simulation of the process on a PC.
The early techniques of the 1980-th allowed only the
grounding virtualization or computer-aided level stabilization
[1], but in the 2000-th a new trend appears for combining
dynamic registration technique (so called dynamic clamp) of
single ion channels with their real-time simulation [2-4].
The adequate ion channel models under various
treatments, obtained during synchronous electrophysiological
and computational experiments allow the development of
"virtual reality" for clinical neurophysiology, in which it will
become possible to simulate the state of excitable cell
membrane structures under various stimuli [5], and thus, to
vary in the course of a real-time experiment the affecting
parameters in order to predict the most likely response of the
system, according to the preliminary simulation data. In

some cases virtual screening together with the automated
patch-clamp registration is applied for studying selective ion
channel inhibitors [6] and other membrane-bound agents,
which can not be discussed here in details for the reason of a
limited format of this paper.
However, mass patch-clamp techniques, such as planar
patch clamp [7, 8] or population patch clamp [9, 10] using
labs-on-a-chip and other microfluidic devices [11] are usually
applied for the purposes of screening and representative
analysis of cell populations. At the same time the
synchronous multi-channel monitoring complexation with a
real-time analysis during registration from many cells as
signal sources (i.e. multiple ion channel registration) was
problematic, therefore the design of devices for patch-clamp
registration with synchronous data processing and
computational simulation for this additive method has not
actually been described in literature.
The known pharmacological approaches for screening
during patch-clamp (see [12,13]) are almost qualitative and
can only answer the biomedical questions but fail to provide
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signal form approximation with automatic fitting in real time.
This results in the fact that the approaches for virtualization
of neurophysiological patch-clamp control degrade from the
creation of virtual reality with a cell-machine interface to
single virtual simulation [14], which differs strongly in the
computational complexity, but not in the purpose from the
known computer simulation methods used in 1970-th - 1980th. [15, 16].
In this connection there is a strong need in designing of
special devices for data analysis in patch-clamp experiments
together with the real time computer simulation. The
feasibility of hard and soft real-time regimes differ with the
type of platforms and operating systems, so it is necessary to
develop and implement the optimized patch-clamp
configuration, capable of simultaneous registration,
calculation / simulation, virtualization and comparative
processing of the sourced data in real time using the most
appropriate hardware.

modification type depends on the required number of inputoutput modules determined by the nomenclature of labs-on-achip / electrode matrix, and, consequently, by the studied
samples. Furthermore, the connection of the general-purpose
input-output modules is possible through RS232 / 422 / 485
(up to 115 kbit / с), commonly used for interfacing the host
machine and the target computer. We have also tested a
compact "Mobile" model with SPP / EP / ECP - IEEE1284
parallel port as a real time machine, but it is somewhat
inferior in performance to the stationary modification, and
thus can not be recommended for massively work.

2. Technology: Data Acquisition
Using MATLAB / SIMULINK we provided the signal
recording to the sound card via a specially designed
converter. The ion channel models used for comparison with
the really obtained kinetic data were to operate in real time.
It was shown that with the input unit (from the audio input)
the model operates in real time; in alternative registration
schemes it was also possible to achieve a real-time mode in
Windows by intercepting the interrupts from the processor.
However, a sound card possesses a limited number of
channels, which contradicts the idea of multi-channel data
registration in the patch-clamp methods from arrays, and thus
a hardware realization of multi-channel data acquisition and
processing in real time irrespective from a sound card or an
audio-input hardware emulation is required.
There is a known «SIMULINK REAL-TIME» technology,
based on computers like «xPC TargetBox» connected to the
Windows-terminal operating as a host machine with a
preloaded configuration MATLAB + SIMULINK (+ xPC
Target) for actuator control and post-processing of data
obtained from the sensors with the interface commutation
through analog-to-digital converting units to the real time
target machine / targetbox with the latter provided with a real
time operating system (RTOS) like Free DOS and xPC Target
kernel, a kernel-level package transfer utility and a driver
package xPC Target. As a consequence the above
configuration allows to obtain maximum information from
the experimental runs with the real-time data processing.
We propose to apply this approach for the implementation
of the multi-channel patch-clamp. For this purpose the
registration channels should be commutated through the
conversion units to the real-time machine interfaces. The
technical implementation of this principle is not a significant
problem, but varies depending on the target real time
computer. Thus the "Modular" model in its standard version
has 7 slots for input-output modules, in a minimal (small)
modification - 6 and in the extended (large) one - 13. The

Fig. 1. The experimental setup scheme (without ADC and other imbedded
supplementary appliances). From our presentation for MSW-2014 and RGC2014.

In order to facilitate the user interaction with the system
for biologists without special computer skills in MATLAB or
SIMULINK and those who prefer not to deal in the real time
technologies, a special software shell was designed - an
autonomous graphical user interface with the GUI in a
MATLAB-independent window. Despite the fact that as a
result of the above procedure the total size of the software
increases by some hundreds of megabytes as compared with
the code file size (due to the necessity to transfer the
corresponding libraries to the PC without preinstalled Math
Works), the control ease for the operator unfamiliar with
high-level programming fully covers this drawback.

3. Technology: Optics and Fluorescence
Kinetics
Since during the microscope-assisted patch clamp it is
crucial to know which cells are the source of the signal
observed, one can apply fluorescent labels with the
luminescence efficiency being proportional to the ion channel
activity. We have developed a novel system for pattern
recognition of the labeled cells during the real time patch
clamp controlled by the single-board computer "Raspberry
Pi" with the real time operating system Windows CE based
on Win32 API using the dynamic link libraries. Later we
attempted to implement porting on / to Arduino using the real
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time clock/timer DS1307 applying the 12С protocol with the
1 Hz output channel. However, this design was not
implemented into the laboratory practice due to its low
performance. In general, the fluorescent control over the
biological process for the user included an automatic
identification of the luminescent cells with the geometric
figures (markers).
Knowing the correspondence between the marker location
on the microscopic image and the distribution of the sensitive
elements in the patch clamp CCD / CMOS chip (sensels), it
is possible to select a particular ion channel for morpho- /
electrophysiological analysis based on the automatically
detected luminescent regions.
Moreover, the above system can be applied to the FRAP
(Fluorescence
Recovery
After
Photobleaching)
measurements on a chip, where the shape of the luminescent
area should be morphologically controlled in order to
perform a number of diffusion-coupled parameters. The
combination of the membrane diffusion FRAP-based
measurements with the determination of the ion currents and
transmembrane transport parameters using patch clamp
technique performed on a fluidic chip is an innovative
technology which allows not only the determination of the
native diffusion and transport parameters, but also the real
time registration of the chip response to the filling with the
different chemical agents (capable of either interaction with
the membrane or penetration through it).
Moreover, the software designed by our coauthor
Notchenko A.V. (Institute for Information Transmission
Problems RAS) it is possible to visualize the vector fields
with their form and direction indicating the diffusion process
activity. This option becomes available after putting a tick at
the «Show Flow» section of the user menu (see. Fig. 2).
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but also using a fluorescent signal from the cells, resulting in
a cross-control in the patch clamp on-a-chip.
Since many contemporary works describe a combination
of the patch clamp technique with the optical measurements
[17,18] (with the fluorescent method for the target search of
the local potential fixation coordinates using a micropipette
being the most advanced method [19]), the application of the
real-time operation regime to the patch clamp with the
parallel optical detection seems to be a very useful
improvement, because the existing problem of designing the
"optical patch clamp" [20] with the synchronized optical
detection and electrophysiological measurements with the
virtualization can be solved only using the real-time
machines.
The Raspberry Pi-based design of the setup allows to
construct a data processing cluster with a number of singleboard computers of the same class, capable of simultaneous
data processing from several labs-on-a-chip with the
subsequent data transmission via the buses to the terminal
device. It is noteworthy that the presence of Ethernet and two
universal serial data interfaces (USB 2.0) in the В-version of
the above system allows the bidirectional data transmission at
the time intervals optimal for the cellular measurements,
including the longitude monitoring at the remote access.
The system described was assembled in a single package,
except from the external camera. For the purpose of
distribution of the computational data flows from multiple
labs-on-a-chip we assembled a cluster rack (crate) with
several servers used as the host machines, as well as the
systems of the advanced mathematical data processing (not in
the real-time mode). It should be noted that it is impossible to
construct an equivalent system using the single-board
computers without the above-mentioned technical solutions,
since both Raspberry Pi and Arduino lack the built-in real
time clock (RTC) at the board [21]. The application of
modular standardization in design of such DIY-setups allows
to differentiate them according to their destination without
using multiple duplicated processing units, which is a
significant benefit for construction of the flexible real-time
experimental hardware & software systems.
Thus, we designed a complex measurement system which,
unlike the previously known systems for real-time patch-clamp
on-a-chip, allows not only registration and screening [22] or a
simultaneous optical detection and electrophysiological
measurements [23], but also a comparison with the
SIMULINK model with both the measurement and simulation
data transmission to either a host machine or to the local
network through the Ethernet protocol.

Fig. 2. Vector field FRAP / FLIP analyzer for diffusion measurements.

The advantages of the above approach include the userfriendly interface and the presence of the feedback which
allows to perform the automatic control over the setup
parameters depending on the state of the fluorescent and
patch-clamp active cells. As a consequence, it is possible to
provide a double system verification not only by means of
the model fitting running with a several real-time machine,

4. Perspectives
The above concept gave rise to the experiments on the
patch clamp of the synthetic ionic channels and artificial
cells, as well as to the hybridization of the real-time patch
clamp with the mass spectrometric monitoring (the so-called
MS-patch-clamp) [24], which are the continuation of the
work initiated by the authors in the early 2000-th.
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In recent years, the prospects of combination of the MS
MALDI-imaging with FRAP [25, 26] suggest the feasibility
of the MALDI-FRAP-measurements on chips performed
simultaneously with the MS-patch-clamp. Currently, there is
a growing number of studies on the MALDI-on-chip, and the
hybridization of the above technologies is expected to
provide a vast amount of new experimental data for cytology,
electrophysiology, molecular biology and biophysics.
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